
DRAWING 271: Drawing En Plein Air (Outside)
Spring - 2020 June 30 - July 23 (4 weeks, 36 Hours) Tues - Wed - Thurs
Instructor: Steven Dickerson 14:30 - 17:30

Aylward, Michele Grade: A Attendance: 36 / 36 hours (100%)
Mid-Term Review Assignments
Good work Michele, you are doing well. your drawings are improving
steadily.

Review Date: 2020-07-18

Attendance         6/6

End Of Term Review Assignments
Well done Michele. You have developed some very good sketching and
drawing abilities. You have learned to centre in on the subjects you find
interesting and not to spend unecessary time on the not so interesting.
Artists must learn to be their own best editors and drawing plein air
forces us to do just that.

Here are some reminders and rules to help keep you on the right path. 
Remember there are different reasons for drawing, so don’t loose sight
of your intent. A sketch is a quick basic representation of the subject
matter not unlike a gesture drawing of a human. A study is a more
involved and detailed exploration of one or more of the elements. A
drawing is a completely finished piece that makes a considered artistic
statement. Remember what it is you’re trying to achieve and spend the
appropriate amount of time to accomplish it. 
Start working from light to dark, large to small, background to
foreground. This will help produce a better drawing in a shorter time.
Never start off drawing with dark tones. The dark tones are the last
tones you apply. 
Never outline the objects in your drawing, as those objects will look
rather flat. 
Try and find the fastest way to create the texture you are trying to
represent, a little experimenting and practice on another sheet of paper
will save you time in the long run.
Cut yourself a little slack, you’re going to make mistakes and that’s OK. 
Have fun when you draw and your drawings will be fun to look at. Keep
trying and you will get better.

Steven

Review Date: 2020-08-02

Attendance     12/12

Participation                          40/40

Sketched assignments 

Ross Bay                                7/10 

Government house                  7/10 

Craigdarroch castle                  8/10 

St. Ann's Academy                   8/10

Beacon Hill Park                       9/10

Fishermans Warf                      9/10

 Total                                    88/100



DRAWING 271: Drawing En Plein Air (Outside)
Spring - 2020 June 30 - July 23 (4 weeks, 36 Hours) Tues - Wed - Thurs
Instructor: Steven Dickerson 14:30 - 17:30

Farinu, Oluwaseun Ebubechukwu Grade: B Attendance: 36 / 36 hours (100%)
Mid-Term Review Assignments
Good work Seun, keep it up. your drawings are steadily improving.

Review Date: 2020-07-18

Attendance         5/6

End Of Term Review Assignments
Good work Seun, you showed steady improvement throughout the term.
Here are some reminders and rules to help keep you on the right path. 
Remember there are different reasons for drawing, so don’t loose sight
of your intent. A sketch is a quick basic representation of the subject
matter not unlike a gesture drawing of a human. A study is a more
involved and detailed exploration of one or more of the elements. A
drawing is a completely finished piece that makes a considered artistic
statement. Remember what it is you’re trying to achieve and spend the
appropriate amount of time to accomplish it. 
Start working from light to dark, large to small, background to
foreground. This will help produce a better drawing in a shorter time.
Never start off drawing with dark tones. The dark tones are the last
tones you apply. 
Never outline the objects in your drawing, as those objects will look
rather flat. 
Try and find the fastest way to create the texture you are trying to
represent, a little experimenting and practice on another sheet of paper
will save you time in the long run.
Cut yourself a little slack, you’re going to make mistakes and that’s OK. 
Have fun when you draw and your drawings will be fun to look at. Keep
trying and you will get better.

Steven

Review Date: 2020-08-02

Attendance     10/12

Participation                          33/40

Sketched assignments 

Ross Bay                                7/10 

Government house                  4/10 

Craigdarroch castle                  7/10 

St. Ann's Academy                   8/10

Beacon Hill Park                       8/10

Fishermans Warf                      4/10

 Total                                    71/100



DRAWING 271: Drawing En Plein Air (Outside)
Spring - 2020 June 30 - July 23 (4 weeks, 36 Hours) Tues - Wed - Thurs
Instructor: Steven Dickerson 14:30 - 17:30

Fraser, Ann Grade: A+ Attendance: 36 / 36 hours (100%)
Mid-Term Review Assignments
Excellent work Ann. A pleasure to have you in class again.

Review Date: 2020-07-18

Attendance         6/6

End Of Term Review Assignments
Excellent work Ann. You have a natural flare for drawing, the ability to
find the visual interest in your subject matter and the drawing ability to
do it justice.

Keep it up.

Steven

Review Date: 2020-08-02

Attendance     12/12

Participation                          40/40

Sketched assignments 

Ross Bay                                9/10 

Government house                  9/10 

Craigdarroch castle                 10/10 

St. Ann's Academy                   9/10

Beacon Hill Park                       9/10

Fishermans Warf                      9/10

 Total                                    95/100



DRAWING 271: Drawing En Plein Air (Outside)
Spring - 2020 June 30 - July 23 (4 weeks, 36 Hours) Tues - Wed - Thurs
Instructor: Steven Dickerson 14:30 - 17:30

Ker, Bailey Grade: A Attendance: 36 / 36 hours (100%)
Mid-Term Review Assignments
Good work Bailey, keep it up. Your hard work and determination will
ensure that you will always improve.

Review Date: 2020-07-18

Attendance         6/6

End Of Term Review Assignments
Well done Bailey. You have developed some very good sketching and
drawing abilities. You have learned to centre in on the subjects you find
interesting and not to spend unecessary time on the not so interesting.
Artists must learn to be their own best editors and drawing plein air
forces us to do just that.

Here are some reminders and rules to help keep you on the right path. 
Remember there are different reasons for drawing, so don’t loose sight
of your intent. A sketch is a quick basic representation of the subject
matter not unlike a gesture drawing of a human. A study is a more
involved and detailed exploration of one or more of the elements. A
drawing is a completely finished piece that makes a considered artistic
statement. Remember what it is you’re trying to achieve and spend the
appropriate amount of time to accomplish it. 
Start working from light to dark, large to small, background to
foreground. This will help produce a better drawing in a shorter time.
Never start off drawing with dark tones. The dark tones are the last
tones you apply. 
Never outline the objects in your drawing, as those objects will look
rather flat. 
Try and find the fastest way to create the texture you are trying to
represent, a little experimenting and practice on another sheet of paper
will save you time in the long run.
Cut yourself a little slack, you’re going to make mistakes and that’s OK. 
Have fun when you draw and your drawings will be fun to look at. Keep
trying and you will get better.

Steven

Review Date: 2020-08-02

Attendance     12/12

Participation                          40/40

Sketched assignments 

Ross Bay                                8/10 

Government house                  8/10 

Craigdarroch castle                  8/10 

St. Ann's Academy                   8/10

Beacon Hill Park                       8/10

Fishermans Warf                      8/10

 Total                                    88/100



DRAWING 271: Drawing En Plein Air (Outside)
Spring - 2020 June 30 - July 23 (4 weeks, 36 Hours) Tues - Wed - Thurs
Instructor: Steven Dickerson 14:30 - 17:30

Takacs, Alex Grade: A- Attendance: 36 / 36 hours (100%)
Mid-Term Review Assignments
Good work Alex, keep it up. You are doing well drawing outdoors.

Review Date: 2020-07-18

Attendance         6/6

End Of Term Review Assignments
Good work Alex. You showed steady improvement throughout the
course. Keep working hard and you will keep improving.

Here are some reminders and rules to help keep you on the right path. 
Remember there are different reasons for drawing, so don’t loose sight
of your intent. A sketch is a quick basic representation of the subject
matter not unlike a gesture drawing of a human. A study is a more
involved and detailed exploration of one or more of the elements. A
drawing is a completely finished piece that makes a considered artistic
statement. Remember what it is you’re trying to achieve and spend the
appropriate amount of time to accomplish it. 
Start working from light to dark, large to small, background to
foreground. This will help produce a better drawing in a shorter time.
Never start off drawing with dark tones. The dark tones are the last
tones you apply. 
Never outline the objects in your drawing, as those objects will look
rather flat. 
Try and find the fastest way to create the texture you are trying to
represent, a little experimenting and practice on another sheet of paper
will save you time in the long run.
Cut yourself a little slack, you’re going to make mistakes and that’s OK. 
Have fun when you draw and your drawings will be fun to look at. Keep
trying and you will get better.

Steven

Review Date: 2020-08-02

Attendance    12/12

Participation                          40/40

Sketched assignments 

Ross Bay                                7/10 

Government house                  8/10 

Craigdarroch castle                  7/10 

St. Ann's Academy                   8/10

Beacon Hill Park                       7/10

Fishermans Warf                      7/10

 Total                                    84/100




